Guardian Circles

The Power of Souls in Female Bodies to
Eradicate the Energies of Domination, Usury,
Control, Violent Agendas from our Midst.

￼

Guardian circles
Intention of these Circles:
To identify a person or project for which the group will commit to consistently
holding, clearing, and invigorating space.
As the greater circle, we intend to create actions that will eradicate/eliminate the
destructive, parasitic energies that feed off humanity and Earth. On such creation
are circles of sovereign women who are deeply rooted in personal accountability,
authority, and commitment to causing the removal of such energies to allow our
true nature of All Good to emerge.
Principles upon which these circles function:
• We understand the Power of the Word to create and so we use positive
Reality Statements to set our goals.
• We also understand the Power of Personal Voice and Female Authority
as in the “statement, “Ask and ye shall receive.”
• We understand the Value of Working in and with Those in the Unseen
Worlds many call spirit.
We are women from many backgrounds, religious, spiritual, hopeful, optimist,
etc. All are welcomed as we believe in the richness and strength of collaborations
of diversity.
Each circle will function independently of the person being held. She will be
doing her work, and the circle will be doing theirs.
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Circle Debrief Sharings to Support individual circles and one Monthly
all to answer questions and work with what is emerging.
You can schedule a regular time to gather online via zoom by going to a scheduler
site we are setting up and booking your days and time.
Protocol for a Guardian Circle Debrief Sharing call
1.

Set space with pray/intention , lighting candles is an option

2. The intention for this call if to share feedback, notice all new emerging
possibilities, grow a creative, collaborative, supportive community.
3. Take turns being the facilitator to move the actions along.
4. Determine the rotation for the ‘talking stick; each person could be
numbered.
5. During the sharing, honor these principles
• Everyone in a leader
• Each will share from their heart and their own experience
• You are there to listen deeply to each sharing
• Be respectful of the time with concise sharing, i.e. 1 to 2 minutes
• We are not there to fix, change, or debate with one another
• Each voice is valuable because it is present
• Notice what emerges within you and make a note of what personal
healing might arise. Do that off-line.
6. Everyone has the space to speak or to pass
7.

Next, is for feedback from the previous work

8. Then, ask for anything anyone has noticed that is emerging for additions
to your work or changes. Address them
9. Then, close the circle with thanks and appreciation for each other. Maybe
reading a poem. Ask for the next sister to schedule the time and facilitate
the next circle.
10. Your circle can determine how long they want to hold the Guardian Circle
for the specific project or person.
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Suggested script for the formation and focus of a Guardian Circle:
Create the energy space for those women gathered in circle. The field can be
expanding through meditation, breath, prayer, and imagination. This connection
with the strength of belly wisdom, intuition, and heart commitment is the
beginning.
“We in the circle are gathered as the owners of the space ( in which …. Project is
being created, ….. is expanding her work of light, …. New policies are being
decided…., etc”. We come together with the right of Females to design space and
cultures that bring benefit to the entire web of life, with divine sensitivities to
discern any ideology vibration that would use and/or destroy Good, and the deep
rooted commitment to call in Spiritual Teams of integrity to remove any
destruction energies that exist with that space or who come toward that space.”
Allow time for those words to move through each woman, let her breath that
decree out into the world, and she can listen to what the created field of
intelligence has to say to her. Also, to say what she would want to say to that field.
There may be an angel or guardian or guide that approaches each woman who
will be her touchpoint during this work. Other support may emerge such as a
name for the circle.
Clarify to the Intelligence of this circle space, the length of time that the women
have committed to hold this circle.
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Suggested script for Daily Focus of 5 minutes or as directed:
I stand as one in circle of female authorities held in Sacred Ground of Sovereignty
with boundaries of the Red Rock Vortex.
We are connected to teams of power, clarity, and integrity with the ability to
intentionally identify and remove of all energy of destructive, parasitic nature.
We stand together and claim ownership of the space of …. And her project.……
Energy holding any form of destruction, is turned over to the PTO teams as NOT
Acceptable in this space, world or Galaxy. It is identified, neutralized extracted,
eliminated from all space, time, dimensions and reality.
I stand in collaborative partnership with these women, the PTO, Gaia and her
Golden Dragons, in this extraction.
All energy of Good, i.e. love, generosity, creativity, abundance, flows in constant
balance into this space to fill and life ….. and her project of…..
Hold that focus for about 5 minutes.
You can ask what is there for me to do today toward that end?
Each circle will function independently of the person being held. She will be
doing her work, and the circle will be doing theirs.
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Circle Support
We are in the process of setting up a dedicated zoom room for each circle to use
in whatever time segments they choose.…

There will be monthly Question, Answer, and Orientation Calls on the
third Wednesday of each month.
You can bring your friends who might want to be a part of a circle. Also, come
anytime and let the questions and experiences of the larger group deepen your
clarity and root your power as a woman of authority.
Date: Third Wednesday of each month
Time: 3:30 to 5 pm PST
Topic: Learning more about Guardian Circles and Collaborative Power
Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/111137815
One tap mobile
+16699006833,,111137815# US (San Jose)
+16468769923,,111137815# US (New York)
Dial by your location
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+1 646 876 9923 US (New York). Enter the Meeting ID: 111 137 815
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The Deep Roots Community of Creative Collaboration and the Shiddea
Mission volunteers created the foundation for this work. They are committed to:
1. Self accountability to maintain the qualities of during circle work.
2. Identifying and transforming past ideologies that bring harm
3. Holding and broadcasting new cultures that bring Benefit to all Life
4. Guarding the emerging new of that Benefit and Good is this endeavor.

Definitions:
• Reality Statement is the name I give what many know as affirmations.
These statements are used within the Reality Shift Protocol.
• The Reality Shift Protocol is a multi-step protocol that brings the Reality
Statement to impact the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual body
regions, directly impacts the network of life, brings in new codes, reprograms the brain, and fills the emotional and spiritual bodies with the
harmonics of the new ‘songs’ through feelings and imagination.
Weblink: https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/tag-processes.html
• PTO is the name I have given to the team of three abilities: 1. With the
ability to identify parasitic energy at any vibrations level, 2. Teams of TAG
healers who will restored cleared area to soul resonance of Good, 3.
Plutonian beings of spiritual bodies who will hold secured space for the
identification, neutralization, removal and restoration to be done.
• Mother Earth, Gaia and her Golden Dragons are working with those who
know of them, to remove parasitic energies at the decree from Female voices
• Shiddea Mission, mentioned in my book, Remembering Earth Mission,
from the Ancient Ones, Keepers of Galactic Secrets was agreed to by many
now on the planet to eradicate parasitic energies that have been “feeding” off
the energy of humanity thereby destroying life. You might find the aspects of
this mission interesting and inspiring.
Weblink: https://shiddea.weebly.com/
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Guardianship Circles are a powerful force for causing the changes
needed in our lives, country and world today.
The authority voice of the Female with their connection to spiritual forces who
have the ability to identify and permanently remove parasitic type energies is
what has been in missing in our desire to change our world.
The ability to sustain the Calls to Action and Empowered Mentoring
required for these circles, depends on the vision and generosity of individuals like
you.
Once you have experienced the of working from an authority stand with those in
Spirit in behalf of the Amazing projects that will change our world, consider
becoming a Patron through Patreon or Paypal.
Buttons are on this site: https://rootsgodeep.weebly.com/
Or you can go to the Patreon community link: www.patreon.com/
amysticsview
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Words to create the intention of our Circle:
I/We are stewards of all space in which ( .... ) resides and declare it Sacred
Ground of Sovereignty.
We declare that any form of parasitic/domination energy or influence is
consistently identified and extracted from our space by PTO and more.
The harmonics that brings benefit to life expands and lifts all in this space as is
intended.
I/We are safe and ( ) is inspired to create fearlessly in secured safety.
And it is so!
As I/We hold space of our Divine Good,
Purpose is to extract all forms of parasitic domination to their original home to be
sealed there.
to secure, inspired space for emerging crative, solutions of any aspect of Good,
i.e. love, abundance, joy
to restore souls in a female body suit to their assignments to design, discern, and
declare for sovereignty.
Every day for 5 minutes for the time period the team agrees upon, each member
of the circle are restating and energizing this decree and space.
I am also listening to the intelligence that becomes this space to hear what more
needs to be known by myself and/or the circle members.
invastion energy and the PTO
protection and go beyond protection,
work with natural law to have them removed. This is our home... invaders do not
belong and must be taken back to their home of origin
answer is working with those in the Spiritual
identify by energy
ability to remove
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only need the decree/word in the physical body as the authority
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